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Introduction
This being a resit exam, there was a comparatively low number of entries. Perhaps because
candidates had previous experience of sitting the paper, most were able to organise their
time well. There were proportionately fewer examples of undeveloped responses or of
candidates leaving out questions altogether.
In Section A, twice as many answered on Romeo and Juliet compared with Macbeth,
and very few answered the Merchant of Venice questions. The overwhelming majority
of candidates answered the Shakespeare character (a) questions fully and successfully.
Responses to the performance (b) questions continue to show improvement and many
more candidates seem to have a better idea of how to approach the theme (c) questions.
Nevertheless, a sizeable minority tend to spend too much time on the first two traits at the
expense of the third, which is worth more marks.
In Section B, Of Mice and Men remains by far the most popular text, with Heroes a
distant second. Practically all candidates discussed relevant material in their responses
to the character questions, whilst the question on language still poses problems for those
candidates who, mistakenly, tend to approach it as a second question on character. Those
who answered on Heroes, however, coped particularly well with the language question. As
in Section A, the theme question still poses problems for those who don’t choose a specific
other part of the text on which to base their answers. General discussions of the theme or a
list of numerous episodes in the text which may have some relevance will inevitably fail to
get high marks.
Question 11 (writing an article about a town or city) proved the more popular choice in
Section C, with many candidates writing enthusiastically about what was often, presumably,
their home town. The most successful of these responses were carefully structured, connected
well with a teenage audience and, of course, demonstrated a high degree of technical
accuracy. A lot of responses to question 12 (a speech about a person admired by the
candidate) were less well developed and structured. Those that planned their response along
the lines of ‘there are four reasons why I admire this person…’ tended to be more successful.
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Question 1
a)

Most candidates were able to identify two or three aspects of the Nurse as
demonstrated in the extract: that she is tired, or old, that she has a close relationship
with Juliet and that she makes a judgement (albeit ambiguous) about Romeo. Some
candidates drew a comparison between the Nurse and Juliet’s mother, which was
broadly acceptable if it did not lead off on a tangent, but the most successful were those
who recognised that the Nurse was deliberately teasing Juliet. As some candidates
pointed out, the Nurse is ‘a wind-up merchant’.

b) Where candidates had recognised that last point, above, their response to the
performance question had greater focus. Most were able to comment on the Nurse’s
exhaustion but the response had extra sharpness if this was seen as a melodramatic
ploy to frustrate an eager Juliet. As always, it helps candidates if they can visualise
the scene, as evidenced by this example: ‘Juliet would be staring at her with a look of
feigned pity on her face while the Nurse speaks. She would then kneel in front of the
Nurse and look into her eyes with an apologetic look on her face, her head tilted a little
to one side while saying “I’faith, I am sorry…”’
c)

Although the play clearly revolves around love and marriage, it is important that
candidates focus on a carefully chosen other part of the play. There are plenty to
choose from, including Romeo’s persuasion of Friar Lawrence. Those candidates who
wrote in very general terms about Capulet’s attempts to arrange a marriage for Juliet,
and what this shows us about customs in Shakespeare’s day, failed to do themselves
justice. However, more candidates are heeding the advice to comment on importance by
discussing what the chosen part tells us about at least one of the following: character,
relationships, the play’s ideas, its structure and how the chosen part drives the plot.
The acronym CRISP is catching on and is clearly helpful to the majority of candidates
who can’t rely on flashes of brilliance.

This response gained marks in band 3 for all three parts of the question.
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Examiner Comments

a) starts with some generally sound observations about the Nurse: that she is ‘over
the top’, ‘old and frail’ and ‘stereotypical’. The subsequent point about her teasing
of Juliet by her contradictory appraisal of Romeo is much stronger, and the
candidate offers a valid interpretation of why the Nurse mentions Juliet’s mother.
b) gives a number of sound indications of how the characters should behave:
the Nurse is fatigued and taking ‘deep exaggerated breaths’; Juliet is
amused but trying to hide it and is confused when her mother is brought
into the conversation.
c) is brief but identifies a relevant other part of the play. Then their are points about
the play’s ideas (the need to sanctify the marriage), how the event accelerates
the pace of the plot, and what it tells us about Juliet (character).

Examiner Tip

Plan your answers so that you can spend enough time
on all three parts. Make sure you choose another part of
the play for c) and, rather than retell the narrative, show
what it tells us about some of the elements of CRISP.
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Question 2
a)

There is evidence of Macbeth’s self-doubt emerging in the extract, together with
his determination to counter it by decisive and unflinching action. Many candidates
commented on his barbaric ruthlessness in planning to dispose of Macduff’s family. The
majority of candidates are successfully writing PEE paragraphs to answer character
questions. The most successful provide thoughtful explanations, as did the candidate
who remarked that ‘Macbeth now needs no prompting from Lady Macbeth as he has
become a more violent character on his own’.

b) Successful performance suggestions focused on Macbeth’s desperation and frustration,
together with Lennox’s baffled but respectful reactions. As always with these questions,
it is important that candidates understand the characters’ states of mind before
suggesting performance techniques which reflect them.
c)

Again, candidates are not best served by ranging widely over the play as a whole to produce
a series of examples relating to the theme (power). The best answers focused on a single
scene, such as Act 1 Scene 7, where Lady Macbeth exercises her power over Macbeth. As
long as the chosen other part is discussed, it is, of course, acceptable to point out that here
we see Lady Macbeth at the zenith of her power before guilt causes it to wane.

All three parts of the response were awarded full marks.
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Examiner Comments

a) sees Macbeth as ‘angry’, ‘feeling deceived’, ‘ paranoid’,
‘desperate’ and ‘slowly breaking down’. The candidate has
a clear understanding of the character and provides just
enough supporting evidence.
b) provides valid suggestions for Lennox as well as Macbeth.
The candidate considers the possible effect on the audience
and the questions they might ask themselves.
c) The choice of Act 2 scene 2 is apposite. The candidate keeps
the theme of power in mind whilst discussing the characters
of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth and their relationship.

Examiner Tip

Visualise how the scene would
impact on the audience when
answering the performance question.
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Question 6
a)

Most candidates were able to comment productively on Francis’s awe-struck admiration
of Nicole, his shyness and his anger when Joey is negative.

b) Successful responses to this language question were able to comment on the effect of
the strong similes and verbs used to describe Nicole, her sexual attractiveness but also
her fragility.
c)

Many candidates chose the scene in chapter 11 where Nicole sees Francis after she has
been assaulted or the final confrontation between Francis and Larry. The application
of CRISP (please see the comments on question 1c) helped a number of candidates
once the chosen part had been identified. Successful comments on context referred to
prevalent attitudes to sex or the effects of the war.

Question 7
a)

Many responses focused on Crooks’s cruelty towards Lennie and also his readiness to
back down when subjected to physical intimidation. The more astute were able to draw
a link between Crooks’s isolation and his baiting of Lennie: ‘This shows that Crooks
wants to feel powerful and like he has the same rights as everyone else even though he
does not’.

b) Successful candidates put the emphasis on language rather than on the character of
Lennie. They identified how the word ‘cried’ and the various repetitions in Lennie’s
statements reflect Lennie’s distress, whilst verbs such as ‘growled’ indicate both his
unhappiness and the threat he poses. Many candidates were employing recommended
techniques such as using sentence starters such as ‘the writer’ and ‘the word’ or
‘Steinbeck.’ There was still a significant number of candidates that had trouble
explaining what a particular word meant and could not substitute other words to explain
the language.
c)
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Successful candidates chose a relevant part of the text such as the encounter between
Crooks, Candy, Lennie and Curley’s wife, or Curley’s wife’s conversation with Lennie
before he kills her. The most effective references to context arise out of the chosen part
and tended to comment on the pecking order on the ranch or the life of the migrant
worker.
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The following 7a) and 7b) responses gained full marks.
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Examiner Comments

a) comments that Crooks is ‘rude’, ‘uncaring’ and is
‘winding Lennie up’. Crooks understands Lennie and
acts to preserve himself. The final point about him
showing concern for Lennie is particularly helpful in
painting a rounded picture of the character.
b) This response is helped by the candidate’s use of a
sentence starter (‘The word...’) to focus on specific
words and their effects.
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Examiner Tip

Use PEE (Point, Evidence, Explain)
paragraphs for question a) and
sentence starters for question b).

This 7c) response gained full marks

Examiner Comments

The candidate chooses an appropriate other part of the
text and, even though George gets little opportunity
for quiet reflection in the nominated scene, there is a
valid discussion of George’s complex relationship with
Lennie. The point about bonding and the shared dream
provides enough comment on context.

Examiner Tip

Let reference to context flow
naturally from discussion of the
part you have chosen.
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Question 11
The vast majority of candidates understood that this was an article directed at teenagers
and so tailored their language and subject matter accordingly. A significant number of
candidates were able to suggest relevant information, many about some very interesting
places, and the responses were often a pleasure to read.
Less successful responses omitted to give essential information for visitors and merely
provided an unmediated list of attractions.
Many candidates are now offering more development and producing more than two sides
is becoming the norm. Perhaps more candidates are doing the writing task first and this is
probably helpful to many.
This response was given full marks for both assessment objectives.
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Examiner Comments

This is written in a suitably jaunty register.
The opening paragraph grabs attention and
there is a natural, coherent progression. There
are some errors of punctuation and spelling
but this is a sound Foundation tier response.

Examiner Tip

Plan your answer. Make a list of the
things you are going to put into
your writing and the order in which
you you will present them.
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Question 12
Most candidates understood that their response should be presented as a speech to their
peers and had little difficulty in deciding on an object of admiration, whether it be a famous
person or a member of their own family. There were some moving and heartfelt tributes to
relatives and friends who had provided inspiration of various kinds.
The challenge that many candidates faced was how to develop a response once they had
decided on their subject. Those that planned carefully were able to avoid the dangers of
repetition or of hitting the metaphoric brick wall.
However, limited accuracy in the use of paragraphs, sentence structures, spelling and
punctuation often prevented candidates from accessing the higher bands.
This response was awarded full marks for both assessment objectives.
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Examiner Comments

This is a fully developed piece. After nominating the
subject in an introduction that relates directly to the
audience, a brief resume of her achievements is given.
This is followed by an exploration of the link between
subject and writer, presenting a clear idea of how the
subject provided inspiration. Thre are some errors but
sentence structures are varied and controlled.
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Examiner Tip

Think carefully about how to
structure your sentences and
make sure you include a variety.

Paper Summary
Successful candidates planned their time well and had a clear idea of what was required to
answer each question. The following comments summarise these requirements:
In Sections A and B (Reading),
•

When answering the a) questions, aim to identify three aspects of the character named
and write a PEE chain for each.

•

When answering the Shakespeare b) questions, comment on each line spoken by the
characters, visualising how the scene should impact on the audience.

•

When answering the Prose b) questions comment on at least three language features
and the effects they create.

•

When answering the c) questions, identify clearly one other part of the text to discuss.

•

Comment on the importance of the theme named in the question in this other part of the
text, using CRISP to guide you.

•

When answering the Prose c) question, explain what the part you have chosen tells us
about the context of the novel.

In Section C (Writing),
•

Plan your answer carefully, deciding what to write in each paragraph.

•

Leave time to check for errors in your work at the end.
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